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Abstract

Public involvement is one of the fundamental components of the
coastal zonemanagement program. Effective public education andoutreach
efforts can bevaluable tools for encouraging constructive public participation
and building strong constituencies. State coastal programs have used avariety
of tools to educate the public, including the development of coastal curricula
for primary and secondary schools. Although states vary in their approach to
developing and implementing educational programs, the success of these
efforts seems to be tied to several common factors. These factors include
early cooperation with teachers and other affected groups, steady funding, and
feedback mechanisms. Ingeneral, these programs are arelatively inexpensive
means of providing information to the public.

Introduction

Since the original passage of the Coastal Zone Management Act
(CZMA) (16 U.S.C. 1451 et seq.) in 1972, public participation has been an
important component ofthecoastal management program. Section 303(2)(H)
of the CZMA declares that it isnational policy to encourage and assist states
in "the giving of timely and effective notification of, and opportunities for
public and local government participation in coastal management
decisionmaking" (emphasis added). Furthermore, section 303(4) states that
it is also in the national interest to "encourage the participation and
cooperation of the publican carrying out the provisions of this title". Based
onthis direction, federal and state activities surrounding thedevelopment and
implementation of coastal management programs have been conducted with
significant opportunities for public participation.

Effective public participation can be enhanced through public
education. An informed public with an understanding of coastal resources,
processes, issues, and management programs can provide a valuable source
of input for developing, implementing, and evaluating coastal management
programs.

In addition, education andinformation programs areimportant tools
for developing constituencies. In its 1978 report to the Secretary of
Commerce, the Coastal Zone Management Advisory Committee (CZMAC)
stated that:

"Clearly the evidence demonstrates the need for an ongoing
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educational effort to make the program more attractive.
Coastal management agencies must continue to inform
people and build citizen support through thorough studies
and easily grasped explanations of their implications."
(CZMAC, 1978).

Although this report is over twelve years old, the need for an
ongoing educational effort has not diminished. The coastal management
program continues to evolve and new coastal issues, such as plastics pollution
and sea level rise, continue to emerge. In addition, the number of people
living in and visiting the coastal zone continues to increase. Thus, an
expanding populace and evolving issues are two factors which mandate
continued emphasis on public education and information efforts.

State coastal management programs have approached public
education in many different ways. Informing the public is an integral part of
all state programs and has permeated many of their everyday activities. For
example, many state programs have developed permitting and federal
consistency guides. A significant number ofstates have also developed public
access guides, newsletters, posters, andevenvideoson coastal resources. Due
tothe broad spectrum ofthese education and information programs, and their
integration into everyday management activities, it is difficult toseparate and
analyze the complete range of state public education and information efforts.
Thus, this paper focuses on one approach to public education: the
development and implementation of coastal curricula for primary and
secondary schools.

Program Summaries

Through discussions with state coastal program and Office of Ocean
and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) staffs, and review ofgrant files,
I was able toidentify the following nine coastal management programs which
are playing, or recently have played, an active role in initiating and
implementing coastal curriculum projects: Alabama; American Samoa;
California; Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI);
Delaware; Guam; Hawaii; Mississippi; and Puerto Rico. Due to the
limitations of the grant files and institutional memories, this may not be an
exhaustive listing; however, the listed programs provide agood range of types
of curricula and experiences with development and implementation. In
addition, other states may have developed similar curricula, through Sea Grant
orother programs, without the involvement of the state coastal program.

The following section provides summaries of six of theprojects listed
above, including observations onwhy some programs work while others have
not been as successful. The summaries are based on information obtained
through conversations with state program personnel and review of grant files
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and performance reports.

Alabama

In FY 1985 andFY 1986, theAlabama Coastal Management Program
(ACMP) provided funding for the initial development and implementation of
a curriculum package for middle school students. Curriculum development
was contracted out to the Marine Science Consortium, which assembled the
curriculum with input from the Alabama Department of Education, the Sea
GrantAdvisoryService, and local school systems. The curriculum focused on
coastal resource and use issues and was designed to supplement the state's
standard earth sciences curriculum. Materials from existing textbooks and
other educational materials approved for use within theschool system formed
the basis for the coastal curriculum.

Beginning in FY 1986, the ACMP also provided funding for in-
service teacher training. The one week training course is conducted at the
Dauphin Island Marine Laband provides anopportunity for teachers to learn
about and practice implementing the coastal curriculum. In threeyears, over
500 teachers have completed the training course. Currently, the state is
planning to conduct an evaluation of the curriculum and training program,
both to ascertain the extent of implementation and to solicit feedback from
teachers.

American Samoa

The American Samoa Coastal Management Program (ASCMP) has
taken a dual approach to coastal education. Under the Marine Awareness
Program (MAP) initiated in 1981, the ASCMP has allocated approximately
$10,000 toconduct an educational field trip to Rose Atoll for the Territory's
eighth-grade students. Since its inception, over 5,600 students have been
involved in the MAP, which uses the field trip as an opportunity to teach
students about coastal and marine resources.

In 1989, the MAP was transferred to the Office of Marine and Water
Resources, so that the ASCMP could focus its resources on the Coastal
Awareness Program (CAP). Coastal management funds are allocated to the
CAP for anumber of activities, including thesupport of a Coastal Awareness
Coordinator, a Marine Symposium Program, and the development of a
curriculum for grades K-12. The development stage ofthe curriculum project,
initiated in 1987, is practically complete except for the printing. There are,
however, some outstanding questions about curriculum implementation.
Teachers and the Department of Education have not played significant roles
in developing the curricula, nor in planning for its implementation. Details
such as incentives for implementation and acceptance byDOE have yet to be
finalized. Thus, the prospects for future implementation of thecurriculum are
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uncertain.

California

The California Coastal Commission (CCC) has supported a project
which integrates educational opportunities with the concept of beach clean
ups. In FY 1989, the CCC utilized approximately $163,000 of Section 306
funds to support its Coastal ConservationEducation Program, which included,
among other things, adaptation of an existing curriculum developed by the
Oceanic Society that focused on the San Francisco Bay area, to the entire
California coast. This curriculum is used in conjunction with the
Adopt-a-Beach program,which encourages groups, such as schools and Boy
and Girl Scout troops, to "adopt" sections of the coast. Through the
Adopt-a-Beach School Education Project, a school or classroom adopts a
section of the coast and takes care of it by holding beach clean ups, recycling,
and promoting community awareness. Marine and coastal resource education
in the classroom is tied closely to the students' field experiences at their
adopted beach. The curriculum package is provided to teachers at no charge
and includes a comment form to provide feedback to the CCC.

This program appears to be off to a good start. In three years,
approximately 100 classrooms have adopted beaches, with the impending
addition of 200 more classrooms. Several factors have probably contributed
to this success. First, the CCCs' support for educational programs in general.
For example, the FY 1989grant was used to fund two full-time staff dedicated
to information and education efforts. Second, the curriculum package was
developed in conjunction with teachers and the Oceanic Society, is free to
teachers, and provides a clear step-by-step approach to adopting a beach and
integrating educational opportunities. Third, the Adopt-a-Beach School
Education Program integrates two previously existing programs which had
already been implemented successfully, the Oceanic Society curriculum and
the statewide Adopt-a-Beach Program.

Delaware

Over the past six years, the Delaware Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) has allocated approximately
$40,000 per year under its section 306 award toward an environmental
education program. The curriculum used in the Delaware program is
provided through Project WILD, an international organization that supports
education related to wildlife. The curriculum was developed by natural
resource experts and teachers, and consists of a wildlife segment and an
aquatic supplement. In addition, Project WILD continually updates the
curriculum based on feedback obtained at teacher training workshops and
through surveys of teachers and other users.
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Coastal management funds are used to provide elementary and
secondary workbooks andothereducational materials to teachers who attend
workshops on the Project WILD curriculum. These materials provide
incentives for teachers to attend the workshop and to follow through in the
classroom. Funding is also used to support a part-time position in DNREC
to assist intheimplementation of theProject WILD curriculum. Some of the
funding is also used to supplement the seventh-grade curriculum by providing
DNREC's quarterly magazine, Delaware Conservation, to each of the state's
seventh-grade students.

In six years, approximately 1,500 teachers have gone through this
program. This translates to approximately 40,000 students who have been
exposed to this curriculum (NOAA, 1988). While sheer numbers of
participants may not be acomprehensive measure of program success, they
do indicate that the program has provided a large audience with education in
natural resources over a significant period of time.

Guam

The Guam Coastal Management Program (GCMP) used
approximately $66,000 in FY 1986 Section 306 funds to support an
environmental textbook project. Textbooks and educational packets were
produced for use by K-4 students, and covered the geography, geology, flora,
and fauna of Guam. A senior planner for the GCMP served as the
coordinator for this project, which also involved the Guam Department of
Education and a group of volunteer teachers who were responsible for the
actual writing of the curricula. The Department of Education took on the
responsibility of implementing the curricula.

While the curricula have been implemented successfully to some
degree, they have not yet achieved wide use. Use of the curricula may be
inhibited by two closely-related factors: minimal incentives and lack ofongoing
commitment. While theauricular materials are attractive to teachers because
they are specific to Guam, and thus more relevant to their students, there is
no other incentive for implementation. In addition, the GCMP has been only
minimally involved in the implementation phase ofthis project. Responsibility
for implementation lies with the Guam Department of Education, which has
not made the coastal curricula a priority item.

Hawaii

In FY 1986, the Hawaii Coastal Management Program passed
$34,000in Section 306 funds to the Hawaii Department of Education for
curriculum development. The Department of Education, in turn, contracted
with the Curriculum Research and Development Group at the University of
Hawaii to develop curricula for both primary and secondary schools. The
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curriculum was designed to generate a more comprehensive understanding of
coastal resources, including the natural resources, use conflicts, and
management regimes.

Although the curriculum was completed in 1987,implementation has
been a slow process. There appear to be two major impediments to
widespread use of this program: funding and priorities. Currently, there is no
source of funding to provide teachers with the materials necessary to present
this curriculum in the classroom. Thus, there is no incentive for teachers to
carry through with the curriculum. Hawaii is currently involved in a
comprehensive review and revision of its coastal management program. This
review, in a time of limited resources, has taken attention away from the
curriculum project.

Puerto Rico

The Puerto Rico Coastal Management Program (PRCMP) has a very
active public education program and was one of the first coastal programs to
develop and implement a coastal resources curriculum. Beginning in FY 1982,
the Puerto Rico Department of Natural Resources (DNR), lead agency for
the PRCMP, has utilized Section 306 funding to develop, implement, and
revise a science-based curriculum for high school students. The program was
developed by a consultant in cooperation with the PRCMP and the
Commonwealth Department of Education.

DNR's Office of Education has worked actively with both the
Department of Education and the Association of Private Schools to promote
implementation of the curriculum. The curriculum was originally
implemented on a trial basis in five high schools. Since that time, significant
parts of the curriculum havebeen adoptedby the CommonwealthDepartment
of Educationasstandard segmentsof the highschoolsciencecurriculum. The
PRCMP, in cooperation with the University of PuertoRico and the University
of Phoenix, also initiated a related trainingprogram for teachers. To interest
teachers in this program, the training coursewas offered as a college credit
course on coastal natural resources. The PRCMP's strong commitment to its
education program, an innovative training program, and interaction with the
Commonwealth Department of Education have all contributed toward the
successful implementation of the curriculum.

Conclusion

The CZMA providesa mandate for publicinvolvement in the coastal
zone management program. Effective publiceducationefforts canbe valuable
tools for encouraging constructive public participation and building
constituencies. Coastal curricula projects are one means by which states may
inform the public about coastal resources and issues.
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As can be seen from the above examples, state coastal management
programs have used varying strategies to develop and implement coastal
curricula. Some programs, such as Puerto Rico's, are based on educational
materials that have been developed de novo. Other programs, such as
Alabama's, have adapted existing materials to suit their purposes.
Involvement of the coastal management agency has also varied from the
Hawaii Coastal Management Program's initial funding and support for the
development phase, to the California Coastal Commission's strong
participation throughout development and implementation.

These differing approaches have produced curricula that have
achieved results ranging from wide use and acceptance to little or no
utilization. Although specific strategies have differed, successful programs
appear to share several common elements. These include: good
communication and coopcrationbctween the coastal program, teachers, and
relevant state agencies; incentives for utilization; and ongoing commitment.

Not surprisingly, it is important to involve teachers and state
education authorities throughout curriculum development and implementation.
As can be seen from the Hawaii example, and is a potential concern in
American Samoa, lack of early involvement and cooperation can lead to
implementation problems. Delaware, on the other hand, provides an example
of strong coordination between the coastal program and teachers. Teachers
have been involved in both program development and implementation.
Through an vigorous effort to solicit feedback, teachers continue to play an
active role in updating the materials.

Incentives for teacher implementation arc another important factor
for curricula success. In the examples above, incentives range from providing
free educational materials to teachers to developing college credit teacher
training courses. The effectiveness ofcertain incentives will obviously vary
from state to state. In California, for example, the provision of curricula
materials has proven tobean adequate incentive toencourage usage. Guam,
on the other hand, which provides a similar incentive, has yet to gain wide
acceptance for itscurriculum. Teacher training opportunities are an effective
incentive. All of the state programs which provided teacher training in
conjunction with the curriculum package have shown success in terms of
curriculum utilization.

Ongoing program support is another important factor in determining
curriculum success. States which have experienced success in curriculum
implementation have provided some form of continuing support. For
example, the Puerto Rico, Delaware, and California coastal management
programs all fund education/information positions. Hawaii, on the other
hand, has not been able to establish continued support for its coastal
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curriculum and this has significantly impaired implementation. The
responsibility for program support does not have to remain with any one
agency. In Alabama, for example, the ACMP supported initial curriculum
development and implementation. However, the Marine Science Consortium
has now taken on most of this responsibility.

As stated above, public education provides the dual benefits of
enhancing public involvement and developing constituencies. With proper
planning and execution, coastal curriculum projects can provide a relatively
efficient means of providing public education. Implementation is enhanced
through cooperation between affected parties, incentives for teachers, and
consistent sponsorship.

This paper presents the views of the author, anddoesnot necessarily
represent the official views of the U.S. Department of Commerce or the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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Marine Extension Programs: Opportunities and Challenges

Norman K. Bender

University of Connecticut

Abstract

Marine extension programs have extended marine sciences,
technology, and public policy information to a broad range of audiences
during the past two decades in variousforms. Marine extensioneducation can
be briefly defined as: 1) transferring information about marine resources,
technology, and public policies to people who eitherneed this information or
are interested in it; 2) educating people so they can apply marine-related
knowledge to their work, civic, or recreational activities; and 3) assisting
people in applying research and experience-based knowledge to achieve the
wise conservation, management, or utilization of marine resources.

This paper will provide definitions of major marine extension
approaches and review the forms in which they are implemented through
universities and other higher education institutions, public agencies at federal,
state, and local levels, and environmental education programs and
organizations.

Changes inpublic funding patterns, an increasing emphasis on basic
research, and a public sense of accelerating environmental problems are
influencing the rationale for various types of marine outreach efforts as well
as society's ability to implement these programs. This paper will review the
rationale forexisting efforts, theimpacts ofcurrent conditions andneeds, and
consider possible outreach directions for the 1990s.

Introduction

Marine outreach, advisory, and extension programs have extended
marine science, technology, and public policy knowledge toa broad range of
audiences for more than two decades. Since 1966, a federal
government/academic community partnership has developed through the
National Sea Grant College Program. Marine outreach, while an integral part
ofSea Grant through itsMarine Advisory Service programs, ismuch broader
in purpose and form than just the Marine Advisory Service.

The definition of marine extension and outreach used here is:

Informal education (non-credit) programs that serve to:

1)transfer information about marine resources, technology, and public policies
to people who eitherneed the information or are interested in it;
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2) educate people to enable them to apply marine-related knowledge to then-
work, recreation, and civic activities,

3) assist people in applying knowledge resulting in the wise management,
conservation, and utilization of marine resources.

Marine extension and outreach educational programs have been
developed by a wide variety of organizations including universities and
colleges, federal and state natural resource agencies, environmental education
programs, environmental organizations, and individuals. This paper will start
by looking at early marine extension projects as well as views of Athelstan
Spilhaus, John Knauss, and others whose pioneering efforts occurred during
the late 1950's and 1960's. Their efforts resulted in passage of major federal
marine research, development, and management legislation that initiated the
formal extension and outreach education efforts of the past 25 years.

The 1970's were a growth period for extension and outreach
education, with full development of a national Marine Advisory Service
network and experiments with a variety of outreach forms. Some programs
continued to develop over time while others withered on the vine. During the
Reagan presidency, federally-funded outreach efforts struggled to survive.
They offered needed educational programs in a period influenced by the
Administration's hostility to federal programs directed at conservation,
management, and use of marine and other natural resources and a growing
environmental awareness that began to cross income and class lines.

The last decade of the 20th-century promises to be a period
influenced by continuing environmental concerns,difficult economic times, and
increasing opportunities for marine extension and outreach education to play
key roles in addressing marine resource and environmental issues facing
people in the United States and across the globe.

The Beginnings of Marine Extension Work

The early1960's sawscatteredmarineextension efforts develop across
the United States. Several states (Alaska, Maine, Oregon, and possibly
others) set up projects utilizing funds from the State Technical Services
Administration of the U. S. Department of Commerce. (John Doyle,William
Wick, and Walter Gray, Pers. com.). This program supported a broad range
of technological assistance programs set up by state agencies.

Among the projects funded were a number focusing on marine and
fisheries issues. Small fisheries extension projects were organized by the
Maine Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries, the University of Alaska, and
Oregon State University. These appear to be some of the earliest forerunners
of university-based Marine Advisory Service projects supported by the
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National Sea Grant Program Act, passed in 1966.

TheUniversity ofAlaska Fisheries Extension Program started in1963
with John Doyle organizing educational activities for the commercial fishing
industry. Oregon State University initiated marine extension work in 1961,
when Bill Wick, a Cooperative Extension Natural Resources Agent, began
working in coastal Oregon organizing extension programs covering oystering,
seafood processing, and estuarine issues (Wick, 1968). An early Oregon
Extension television program addressed offshore fisheries issues. Oregon
State University then hired Bob Jacobson as a full-time marine extension
agent with State Technical Services funds from 1967-70.

Other early marine extension work included seafood marketing
developed by Florida Cooperative Extension home economists, fisheries
marketing and gear development efforts by the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries of the U. S. Department of the Interior, and fisheries education
offered through two-year fisheries programs at the University of Rhode Island
(URI) and Cape Fear Technical Institute in North Carolina. The URI
fisheries program was funded bythe U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare at least three to five years before the start-up of Sea Grant's
Advisory Service projects (Gray, pers. com.).

The New England Marine Resources Information Program
(NEMRIP) received State Technical Services funds starting in1967 and served
todisseminate marine information to potential users (Gray, 1968). NEMRIP
was initiated by URI as a multi-state effort. Its rolewas broadened in 1970
to include technical assistance and demonstration projects as a result of new
support from Sea Grant. These examples of early marine extension work are
meant to illustrate someof the early threads that contributed to broader and
more comprehensive marine extension work in the 1970's, largely (but not
entirely) through the development of the National Sea Grant Program
network.

University-based outreach educators were preceded byindustry field
advisors with responsibilities covering troubleshooting and training for firms
that purchased technical products. Advisors utilized workshops, classes, field
visits, and advising in assisting clients in adapting new technology (Robert
Shephard, pers. com.).

These earlyindividual efforts canbe viewedas reflections of marine
public policy developments initiated in the late 1950's, that gathered steam in
the mid-1960's, and reached fruition as major marine resources development
and management legislation during the late 1960's and early 1970's. The
combination of early marine extension and outreach projects and the
1960's/70*s federal legislation created the foundation for today's
extension/outreach programs.
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Development of Federal Marine Extension Policies

Marine extension projects initiated during the early to mid-1960's
developed during a period of increasing nationalinterest in a stronger federal
commitment to oceanographic and marine technological research and
development. Athelstan Spilhaus described these developments and his role
in conceiving the "Sea Grant College" concept in "Land is Just an Island"
(Spilhaus, 1972).

The National Academy of Sciences Committee on Oceanography
(NASCO) under the leadership of Harrison Brown, and later Spilhaus,
recommended increasing the U. S. commitment to "concentrate on the
applications of the good marine science to the proper exploitation of the sea
for people" (Spilhaus, 1972). Spilhaus represented NASCO on the Interagency
Committee on Oceanography and gave the keynote speech at the 1963
American Fisheries Society annual meeting, where he raised the question of
creating Sea Grant colleges to do for the oceans and fisheries what the Land
Grant colleges had achieved for agriculture (Spilhaus, 1972). He raised the
idea of"countyagentsin hip boots," sowinga seed that eventuallygerminated
with the creation of Marine Advisory Service programs in 28 coastal and
Great Lakes states.

John Knauss, current administrator for the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), has played a key role in developing
U.S. marine science programs, including marine outreach efforts, since the
1960's. His current national role with NOAA builds on his developmental
role as Dean and Vice President of Marine Affairs at the University of Rhode
Island, as well as service on the Commission on Marine Science, Engineering
and Resources (Stratton Commission) which prepared the landmark report,
"Our Nation and the Sea" (Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and
Resources, 1969). Knauss has expressed the view that the public service
activities of a marine-oriented university are broader than those conducted by
the University's Sea Grant College (Knauss, 1972).

The late 1960's and early1970's saw passage of marine legislationlike
the National Sea Grant College and Program Act of 1966, which provided
federal support for establishing Sea Grant colleges and projects addressing
research,education, andadvisory serviceswhichcontribute to the development
of marine resources (Hanson et aL, 1985). The Coastal Zone Management
Act of 1972 recognized the related need to promote comprehensive
management of coastal resources with federal, state, and local cooperation.
"Our Nation and the Sea" (Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and
Resources, 1969) recommended a wide range of marine extension and
technology transfer activities with specific reference to Sea Grant Extension
Services.
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There are several conclusions which can be drawn regarding the
broad development of marine extension/outreach education in the United
States during the past thirty years. These are based upon a literature search,
discussions with people involved with both early university-based marine
extension efforts, and the 24-year history of Sea Grant Marine Advisory
Services (MAS), and my own 16 years experience with MAS programs.

First, the National Sea Grant College Program has played the major
institutional role in creating a national system of marine extension/outreach
programs in28coastal and Great Lakes states and territories. Development
of theSeaGrant MASsystem tookscattered independent outreach efforts and
helped to mold them intoa unified, cooperative network.

Second, marine extension/outreach ismuchbroader thanjust the Sea
Grant system, with educational projects being implemented by a wide range
of organizations. This ties in to Knauss' concept of a college of marine
studies being muchbroader than its Sea Grant Program component.

Third, marine extension/outreach education continues to develop
institutional forms and methodologies that are applied to marine resource
issues.

Extension/Outreach Forms

A variety of approaches have been utilized in developing marine
extension/outreach educational programs. Several agency and organizational
approaches willbe reviewed withemphasis uponexisting approaches. Several
innovative forms willbe discussed thatexisted for onlya shorttime period yet
provide food for thought.

- Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service, NOAA
- Cooperative Extension Service, USDA
- U. S. Fish andWildlife Service, Extension Programs
~ U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, National Estuary Program, public

participation and education
- Marine Sanctuary Program, NOAA
- state natural resource agencies, extension programs
- environmental educational programs
- NOAA Programs - Ocean Service Center, NOAA Extension Program
•• Regional Aquaculture Centers, USDA

Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service

Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service (MAS) programs operate in 28
states and Puerto Rico carrying out marine outreach and informal educational
activities with the objective of extending research-based knowledge to marine
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resource users and managers. There are approximately300 MAS specialists
and agents working from field and campus locations. MAS staff have
several characteristics (Cato, et al., 1983):

- "They are almost all associated with a university and have a strong and
important relationship with researchers and teachers...

- They are people-oriented and have special communications skills (and
training in adult education techniques).

- They have formal education in one or more marine-related subjects.

- They believestrongly in the concept of humandevelopment and continuing
education".

These MAS agents and specialists are the outreach and informal
education arm of the National Sea Grant College Program, working with
several thousand researchers, graduate students, marine educators,
communicators, and administrators increasing society's understanding of
marine-related knowledge and our ability to apply this knowledge in solving
marine and coastal issues and problems.

Sea Grant MAS is the only national network of marine extension and
outreach programs witha coreof full-time staffdedicated to creating bridges
between the nation's scientific community, marine industry, public officials,
educators, and the general public

Cooperative Extension Service. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

Cooperative Extension Service marine programs are conducted
through a combination of funding support from Sea Grantand other sources.
About two-thirds of Sea Grant MAS programs (20) have a working
relationship with their state Cooperative Extension Service. There is also
extension work being conducted by non- marine staffthatis being applied to
marine issues through 4-H, home economics, community resource
development, and leadership development extension programs.

Marine extension work is supported by some state and county
governments. For example, Suffolk County, New York, totally supports a
county marine extension program which is a spin-off of the New York Sea
Grant Extension Program. County support for marine extension agent
positions alsooccurs in several states e.g., Massachusetts, New Jersey, Florida,
Oregon, and Texas.

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service administers a different form of
extension/outreach than SeaGrant MAS andCooperative Extension. It has
an extension and publications office (titled "Region 8") which funds selected
extension proposals which "develop, produce and distribute useful and
informative materials about the fish and wildlife resource to specific or
general audiences served bytheCooperative Extension System and Sea Grant
Marine Advisory Program" (MacDonald, 1988). Funding is provided for
competitive extension proposals submitted by Sea Grant MAS and
Cooperative Extension staff. TheU.S. Fish and Wildlife Service also requires
that its research and development centers "produce at least one extension
product every other year" (MacDonald, 1988, memo and 1988 status report).
Extension projects have covered a wide variety of topics including:

wetlands and values in the Northeast

Columbia-Snake Rivers Fisheries Extension Education
Program

raising fish in cages
4-H leader development
Great Lakes states fish materials
sea turtle extension program
coastal barrier islands

lake trout: leave and let live
net-pen aquaculture of striped bass
Columbia River white sturgeon

National Estuary Program. U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

Public participation and education programs arean integral part of
the National Estuary Program (NEP), established by the Water Quality Act
of 1987 (EPA, 1990). NEP's major objective is to identify nationaUy
important estuaries that are then targeted for improvements in their water
quality. This is to be achieved through research and management activities
culminating indevelopment ofComprehensive Conservation and Management
Plans (CCMP) for each estuary included in the NEP.

There are 12estuary projects currently (1990) funded by NEP:

Buzzards Bay - Massachusetts
Narragansett Bay - Rhode Island
Long Island Sound - Connecticut and New York State
New York-New Jersey Harbor - New York State and NewJersey
Delaware Bay - New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware
Delaware Inland Bays - Delaware
Albermarle/Pamlico Bays - Delaware
Sarasota Bay - Florida
Galveston Bay - Texas
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Santa Monica Bay - California
San Francisco Bay - California
Puget Sound - Washington State

Publicparticipation and educationefforts involvea varietyofactivities
handled by public participation coordinators for each estuary program. Some
programs have full-time coordinators (eg. Long Island Sound Study) while
others utilize existingstaff with contracting organizations. Activities include
coordination of citizens advisory committees, organizing conferences and
workshops, developing fact sheets and other publications,giving presentations
at citizensorganization meetings,and preparing publicserviceannouncements
for radio and television.

Issues addressed by NEP educational programs include: impacts of
economic development up environmental quality; nutrient loading and low
oxygen levels (hypoxia); contaminants; floatables; non-point-source pollution;
protecting living marine resources; and protecting human health.

State Natural Resources Agencies

Marine extension/outreach efforts arc conducted by some state
natural resource agencies. Several states along the Atlantic coast (Maine,
Massachusetts, and Maryland) have extension agents who perform a variety
of functions relatingto coastal and marine resources issues. Responsibilities
vary from solely educational activities to also serving an external public
relations function for the agency's resource management and regulatory
responsibilities. Fisheriesextension agents in Maine and Massachusetts have
worked on fisheries gear technology development and adoption by the fishing
industry. Connecticut's Department of Environmental Protection carries out
educational roles through the Natural Resources Center and the Information
and EducationUnit aswell as publications developed by specificmanagement
divisions such as Coastal Resource Management.

Environmental Education Programs

Marine extension/outreach programs arebeing developed by a variety
of environmental education programs and by environmental organizations
carrying out specific outreach efforts. This includes programs where
education is an important and well-directed organizational function to
programs that are spontaneous and, at times, more scattered in approach.

Environmental education programs in Connecticut conducting some
educational activities that can be placed within extension/outreach include
Schooner, Inc. (New Haven), Thames Science Center (New London), Project
Oceanology (Groton), and the Long Island Sound Task Force (Stamford).
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The U. S. EPA published a Directory of Environmental Groups in
New England that lists 50 environmental organizations, with many conducting
informal educational projects. Also published by EPA is the National
Directory ofCitizen Volunteer Environmental Monitoring Programs (Lee and
Ely, 1990) which lists and describes environmental monitoring projects. Many
monitoring efforts involve educational instruction for the volunteers and, in
some cases, volunteers presenting informal educational programs to
surrounding communities.

Other Outreach Approaches

There are other marine outreach efforts associated with aquariums,
museums (like the Mystic Seaport Museum), and state and national parks.
Public agencies currently support avariety of outreach activities affiliated with
national marine sanctuaries, the National Coastal Resources Research and
Development Institute at Oregon State University, and five regional
aquaculture centers supported by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Previous outreach forms have included regional coastal information centers
(1970's) and the NOAA Ocean Service Center in Seattle (1980*s).

These examples illustrate the variety of forms and are not meant to
cover all existing or historical approaches.

Opportunities. Challenges, and Future Directions During the 1990's

Marine extension programs have evolved from a small number of
scattered projects in the early- to mid-1960's that focused primarily on
fisheries issues. Today, a broad spectrum of marine extension/outreach
programs and projects aredeveloping educational activities in universities and
colleges, natural resource agencies, environmental educational programs,
environmental organizations, and adult education programs.

The efforts of a handful of pioneers about 30years ago contributed
to increased general public and marine industry awareness of marine
resources issues and greater involvement with efforts toutilize marine science,
technology, and public policy knowledge in conserving, utilizing, and managing
marine resources and improving marine environmental quality. Current
programs cover diverse issues relating toenvironmental protection, resolving
marine resource multiple use conflicts, enhancing industry's utilization of
marine resources while addressing environmental degradation issues, youth
and adult, marine education, addressing coastal development and public access,
and working to restore coastal habitats.

The decade ofthe 1990's promises tobequite different from previous
periods. The United States faces continuing demographic shifts toward an
aging population, an increasingly diverse ethnic mix, and a continuing
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population shift toward the country's coastal regions. People will deal with
the impacts of the 1980's budget deficits, the change from a creditor to the
world's largest debtor country, and major shifts in income distribution with
broader gaps between the wealthy and the poor (Phillips, 1990).

The foundation for effective marine extension and outreach education
has been developed over the past three decades. The 1990's will be a period
of tight economic conditions combined with increasing needs to effectively
protect and utilize the country's marine and coastal resources. There are
factors which will influence the abilityof marine extension to contribute to the
general well-being of the country's marine and coastal regions. University
programs (Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service and Cooperative Extension
Service) provide research-based education. It will be important to maintain
marine extension programs with strongresearch ties. This extension-research
model sets these two programs apart from most other outreach education
approaches.

The Sea Grant Marine AdvisoryService continues to play a central
role in marine extension education with programs in 28 coastal and Great
Lakes states andPuerto Ricoasintegral parts of SeaGrant college programs.
These programs will have to contend with a number of issues during the
1990's. Many of these issues also relate to other marine extension/outreach
organizations.

It will be important to:

1) maintainand strengthenthe extension/outreachaspectsof the Sea
Grant College Program.

2) develop new ties with research-based knowledge sources (Sea
Grant, landgrant institutions, other university faculty andresearchers, federal
and state agencies, etc.).

3) strengthen ties with other informal education/outreach
organizations (Cooperative Extension, vocational agriculture, adult education
programs, museums and aquaria, etc.).

4) build programmatic flexibility into marine extension efforts.
Educational projectsshouldaddress key issuesandreflectchanging issues and
priorities over time.

5) retain top professional staff who will varywith the different types
of outreach programs, yet incorporate the following characteristics:

a) strong marine subject-matter competencies with an
appreciation for or involvement in research methodology.
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b) knowledge ofadult and extension education philosophies
and methods.

c) interest in developing educational programs in concert
with awide variety ofpeople including marine resource users
and industries, researchers, resource agency staff, educators,
and the general public.

d) willingness to work on newissues over time and utilize
a variety of educational approaches.

6) utilize a wide variety of funding to create a flexible, viable
foundation for marine extension/outreach education. Core funding from Sea
Grant or other funding sources should be complimented by funds from states
and other agencies, foundations, and industry.

7) consider external factors like coastal demographics, electronic
communications technology, increasing client sophistication, increasing
complexity of resource issues, funding trends, research directions, and the
evolution ofeducation. (National Marine Advisory Service Committee, 1990
meeting.)

Summary

Marine extension programs have developed from small, independent
projects in the 1960's to a broad system of information educational efforts
throughout coastal and Great Lakes states and territories. These efforts vary
from outreach arms ofpublic agencies, university-based programs developed
by Sea Grant colleges and Cooperative Extension Systems, to activities run by
environmental education programs, environmental organizations, and adult
education programs.

There are continuing needs for marine extension/outreach education
with different roles to becarried out by these providers. The decade of the
1990's holds much opportunity for these efforts as well as major challenges in
obtaining adequate funding. The need for these types of educational efforts
will continue to exist as and will evolve over time. The challenge toeffectively
meet society's needs through such programs will be asource ofopportunity
for people interested in meeting these needs.
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Marine Science Education in American Samoa: A Palagi in Paradise

Nancy Daschbach
Fagatele Bay National Marine Sanctuary

Introduction

The National Marine Sanctuary Program in American Samoa
operates cross-culturally. Educational programs have been developed to take
advantage of the cultural milieu ofthe typical Samoan. By utilizing cultural
elements in education, concepts new to the people can be transmitted in an
acceptable, non-patronizing manner. Byfocusing ontheculture itself and its
reliance on the natural world for cultural continuation, the marine science
educator can portray the ecological relationships that shape a Samoan's
perceptual world.

The Background

American Samoa comprises seven, small tropical islands in theSouth
Pacific. A remote and relatively isolated territory of the United States, it has
the distinction of harboring both a National Park and a National Marine
Sanctuary on the main island of Tutuila. Tutuila is a tropical high island
shrouded in rainforest and surrounded bya fringing reef.

Fagatele Bay National Marine Sanctuary (FBNMS) preserves and
protects a163-acre embayment with aspur-and-groove type coral reef system.
TheNational Marine Sanctuary Program operates under theNational Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. The program has a four-fold mandate: to
protect marine areas of a special orthreatened nature; to encourage marine
research within the sanctuaries; to provide recreational opportunities that do
not conflict with themanagement of the site; and to promote marine science
education. Above all, the protection ofthe site is the primary imperative.

The Challenge

The educator in Samoa has two major challenges to confront:
distance and culture. American Samoa is about 2,500 miles from Hawaii, and
roughly 5,500 miles from the mainland United States. Distance poses
innumerable problems, most especially incommunication and resource access.
At the same time, these problems force reliance on local resources and
resourcefulness. The resultant extended time scale can be a continual
frustration to the schedule-bound "palagi" (a Western culture, non-Samoan).

The true challenge to the science educator, however, is the culture.
Samoans have retained much of their ancient ways, moreso than most other
Polynesian groups. They did not experience Western colonialism to the
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extent endured by the inhabitants of the other South Pacific islands. They
have heartily embraced Western materialism, weaving the trappings of
America into their own culture. However, the language and customs continue
to thrive and evolve in a Samoan context. Having survived Western
colonialism, more by stubborn tenacity and cultural elitism than by lack of
Western persistence, Samoans, particularly the older generation, are vigilant
watchdogs of their ways, the faUaSamoa.

To the palagi, the eternaloutsider, breaching the cultural barriersin
an effort to teach Western scientific ideas provides a continual challenge.
Concepts must demonstrate merit and be taught within a cultural context that
makes sense to a Samoan. The educator must realize that the Samoan

context may in no way resemble his/her own.

For example, legislatedresource protection is a concept abhorrent to
a culture so firmly tied to the land and sea. To tell a fisherman that he is not
permitted to take as many lobster as his matai (chief) demands for a family
obligation is absurd to him. Social and economic pressure insures his loyalty
to his matai. The reef and its resources have always belonged to his family
and no government can change that. It seems as if the cultural loggerhead
oftraditional practices vs governmentland/sea use regulations is unresolvable.
Yet Samoanshavealways practiced some resourceprotection. When avalued
resource became limited or endangered, the matai imposed a sa, or taboo,
which forbade the use of that resource until it recovered. To break sa even
today can bring heavy fines and, in the old days, death. Having the matai
impose a sa on overutilized resources may be far more effective than
government legislation, particularly in villages that stillretaina strongcultural
tradition.

Samoans value their land and its seaward extensions. Their chiefly
titles are tied to land claims (which traditionally extend out beyond the reef)
and these two institutions, titles and land, are of prime importance to any
Samoan. For example, in Samoan tradition, the most serious crimes are
crimes insulting someones title and, even today, the most volatile arguments
begin over land disputes. By focusing on this love of the land and sea, the
marine educator can draw on traditional experience and lore in an effort to
make marinesciencemore relevant to the average Samoan. By demonstrating
that the land and sea are at risk because of poor land use practices,
destructive fishing methods, etc, the educator will alert the people to the
personal impact that the resultant losseswould produce.

Finally, as with any culture, it is the youth that provide the source of
the swiftest changes in Samoa. Samoan youth have adopted aspects of the
American youth culture with enthusiasm, to the frequent dismay of then-
elders. Since the U.S. educational systemhasoperatedhere for over25 years,
a generation has grown up with at least a minimal exposure to Western
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scientific thought. Many young Samoans are comfortable with both the
faUaSamoa and the faUapalagi, the Samoan and western ways of life.

Approaches and Directions

FBNMS is a young program and a long-range plan for marine
education in theSouth Pacific from the standpoint of theSanctuary Program
has yetto be developed. Presently, education development has beenhandled
by the local Program Coordinator, which means that education has been
relegated to spare time. However, inthepast few years, several projects have
presented the marine education issue to the Samoan public, some by a
conventional approach and some experimenting within a Samoan context.

News Column

There are two newspapers inAmerican Samoa, thedaily Samoa News
and the weekly Samoa Journal and Advertiser. Both papers are widely read
and both feature articles inSamoan and English, although themajority of the
articles in both papers are in English. Most adults in Samoa speak and read
English. Currently in the Samoa News, FBNMS runs a bi-monthly feature
column titled, "Marine Sanctuary," which presents general interest topics in
marine science, topics of interest to the program such as dynamite fishing and
siteregulations, and information about other Sanctuary sites. The articles are
written for thegeneral public and, since thenewspapers are frequently pored
over from cover to cover (by thousands of government workers during
extended coffee breaks!), there is a high probability that the articles are
actually being read.

Newsletter

In cooperation with the American Samoa Coastal Management
Program, the Sanctuary produces a joint newsletter, O Lau Samoa. The
newsletter features articles about each program and is fully bilingual. The
newsletter is aimed at government, business, and community leaders in an
attempt to educate these decision-makers in marine and coastal environmental
issues asweU as local program development.

Marine Science Summer Camp

This year, under a cooperative agreement, the Department of
Education and FBNMS offered the first marine science summer camp. Over
50 ninthgrade students participated in the camp's twosessions. Each session
lasted two weeks and featured lectures, laboratory techniques, field trips, and
guest presentations. In addition, each student was taught the basics of
swimming and snorkeling, a skill that added another dimension to the camp
(ironically for an island people, most Samoans are unable to swim and there
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are several drownings every year). Each student was responsible for
developing, carrying out,and reporting onaresearch project, something none
of them had ever done before. Three teachers from DOE were employed and
they developed the curriculum and taught the course.

There were some major frustrations in the development of the camp.
Although supplies were ordered well ahead of time, even by local standards,
laboratory materials did not arrive in time. The teachers improvised.
Shopping forays to various stores provided glass, PVC, silicone sealer and
screening(for aquarium building), stockings, super glue and wire (forplankton
nets); the syllabus was revised accordingly. Students built or supplied their
own equipment when nothing else was available. Fortunately, the masks and
snorkels were purchased on-island and each day the students would hit the
beaches to glean for plankton, invertebrates, andcoral for their experiments.

Students unanimouslyexpressed their enjoymentof the camp;several
even attempted to attend the second session after finishing the first, though
both were identical. Most of the students had never had any summer school
activities offered to them before (last summer only 8 public school summer
courses were offered and only two were non-remedial; Samoa is woefully
lacking in youth programs). The summer campprogram filled adefinite need.
Next year, the course willbe offered again andmaybe expanded, with more
classes.

Traditional Fishing Workshop

Samoans havealways been firmly tied to the sea. They arrived in the
islands over the ocean and have maintained their maritime culture. Samoa
has a rich and extremely varied body of fishing lore. Fishing practices have
evolved over several millennia and there appears to be a specificmethod for
almost everyanimal or plant harvested from the sea(Buck [1935] documented
well over75 separatetechniques). Much of that lore hasbeen forgotten. Few
youngsters have the time to learn and develop the techniques and there are
easier ways to get one's fish for Sunday toonai (feast). Most people get their
fish at the market, supplied by a few local commercial fishermen.

In an effort to encourage the practice of traditional fishing methods
(the only typeof fishing permitted within the mostrestricted zoneof Fagatele
Bay), FBNMS is cosponsoring a Traditional Fishing Workshop. The
workshop was originally scheduled for March, 1990, during the Folk Arts
Festival, but our first hurricane in 25 years occurred in February. The festival
has been rescheduled for two days in mid-November.

A pamphlet hasbeen prepared that will describe some of the more
commontraditional fishing methods. Printed in Samoan andEnglish, the text
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will compliment the workshop. When planning for the workshop, we
interviewed several fishermen and were staggered by the variety of methods
employed and by the understanding of the ocean habitat possessed by the
fishermen. Fish behaviors that researchers spend years documenting are
common knowledge to the fisherman - not a surprising fact, but one often
undervalued by the scientific community. Of course, myth and superstition
color the accounts of their favorite prey, but in general, the fisherman's lore
often compliments scientific conclusions and can offer accurate insights.

The goal of the fishing workshop from the Sanctuary's standpoint is
three-fold: to encourage the use and perpetuation of traditional Samoan
fishing methods; to discourage the use of the traditional, but now illegal
fishing methods of dynamiting and fish poisoning; and to advertise the
Sanctuary program and regulations to the local people. We also hope that the
workshop ignites some younger people to try their hand at the traditional
methodsof fishing and gleaning.

Faleaitu

The faleaitu is the Samoan version of the morality play. Savagely
funny, always raucous and bawdy, the play, usually performed by young
villagers, is an accepted medium for social criticism. Issues and people who
are normally above criticism in Samoan society are leveled by the players.
The faleaitu always has arighteously Christian ending and theoutrageous acts
of the most humorous characters must be paid for in the end, but notbefore
cultural jabs have been driven home to the audience. Faleaitu are not
performed much anymore: video and TV have devalued the medium and
family obligations prevent the long rehearsals. Occasionally, high schools will
hold faleaitu contests and it is there that the Sanctuary is sponsoring an
environmental faleaitu contest to be held in conjunction with the annual
science fair. The plays must feature an environmental theme with a marine
emphasis. They willbe filmed and aired on the local television station. Here
again, the modern scientific topic will be expressed through a traditional,
culturally valued, medium.

Other Projects

Someother culturally appropriate projects that are proposed include
singing and dancing contests, a fishing implements show at the museum, and
a fishing implements workshop for youngsters during the summer, probably
in conjunction with the show. Singing and dancing contests may seem a
weird way of delivering marine education, but these contests have some
similarity to the faleaitu. The songs and dances follow a pattern; there are
three or four styles of dance done in proper sequence and the melodies are
Samoan standards. The words to the song are written to suit the occasion
and, for the contest, they would be required to carry an environmental
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message. As in faleaitu, the entertainers can comment orinsult with impunity
and awell-aimed insult earns screams of laughter. Parody and humor can be
wonderful educational tools and singing/dancing contests are Samoan
favorites, a type of entertainment that has no analogy in Western culture.

Village Outreach

Samoa is still very much a village-centered culture with a
strictly-defined hierarchy dominated by the family matais (chiefs). Aside from
one's family and village, the other major social matrix that an individual
inhabits is the church (work and school are adistant fourth to family, village,
and church). Within the village and church structures exists an effective
forum for educational outreach. Unfortunately, it isa forum that FBNMS has
not been able toutilize as there are no native speakers on staff yet. Although
an English presentation, such as a slide show, to a village fono or a church
youth group would not beworthless, the same presentation in Samoan, using
the Samoan contextual references and allowing for an extended discussion
afterwards, also in Samoan, would be far more valuable.

Speech is the most valued medium in the Samoan culture. Samoan
talking is a rich and many-layered art that few palagis can appreciate.
Analogy and metaphor extend back thousands of years through many
generations, often refer to privileged knowledge and are enhanced by more
recent biblical references. Samoans have talking competitions that demand
a rigid form, yet reward the complex intellectual and artistic style of the
orator. Each high chief (ali'i) has his high talking chief (tulafano). This isthe
social and mental milieu of a Samoan adult. An effective educator should be
comfortable in this milieu. Although there have been a few exceptions, it is
not usually a wayopen to anyone brought up outside the Samoan culture.

To take advantage of this cultural phenomenon, the Sanctuary must
have a Samoan speaker on staff. We are hoping in the next year to hire an
education coordinator who will begin making presentations in Samoan.

Other Marine Education Programs in American Samoa

Elementary andsecondary education. The Department of Education
offers a variety of marine oriented programs:

All of the high schools offer a one- or two-semester course in marine
science and 25-30% of the students choose that elective.

TheTerritorial Science Fair has amarine science category inaddition
to the 13internationally recognized categories.

There is an annual Marine Symposium where local high school
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students present papers ontheir marine science projects. Winners participate
in the Hawaii Marine Symposium.

Coastweeks is run by DOE and covers a three-week period with
significant school and public participation. (Both the Symposium and
Coastweeks are coastal awareness programs funded by the American Samoa
Coastal Management Program.)

Sea Grant's Summer Ocean Studies in Hawaii usually includes 1 or
two local students (although last year the applications arrived too late for
anyone to participate).

Local elementary teachers are being trained in the Marine Science
For Sea program developed in Washington State.

Ingeneral, the elementary and secondary schools offerasolid marine
education base. That base comes strictly from aWestern point-of-view and
does little to incorporate the local cultural lore, however. In the past, there
were locally produced curricula that taught from an island perspective, but the
educational mandate has shifted toan English-speaking, American curriculum.
The basic problems of resource access remain. Although resources are more
available, most teachers, particularly those inthe public school system, do not
take advantage ofthem, nor are they inclined toimprovise (Davis, 1990). So,
many of the disadvantages persist even though there may be good materials
available. (Even with improved supplies, resource availability cannot be
compared to that in the U.S. where, on the average, four times as much
moneyis spent on each child's education.)

Department of Marine and Wildlife Resources. Several programs
focusing on marine education are offered bythe Department of Marine and
Wildlife Resources:

Boat trips are scheduled throughout the school year for all eighth
grade students in the territory. During the trip, the students visit nearby
FADs (fish aggregating devices) and do a little fishing.

Schools can request reef walks which are led byDMWR personnel.

The Rose Atoll Workshop - teachers can go on an annual boat trip
to Rose Atoll, a U.S. Fish & Wildlife reserve, and participate in research
projects.

DMWR also does education related to their hunting and fishing
regulations.

Conclusion
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We are still firmly at the idea/experimental stage for marine
educationat Fagatele BayNational MarineSanctuary. However,the direction
we are taking emphasizes teachingwithin a culturalcontext. Samoans are no
less sensitive to social and environmental issues than anyone else, though one
must not make the error of assuming their priorities.

What is important to a Samoan may be meaningless to a palagi and
visaversa. To have the optimum impact on an audience, new ideasmay travel
more effectively through accepted cultural channels. Sensitivity to ethnic
values will enhance transmission of those ideas. It will also allow for a clear

and unambiguous assimilation of marine science and resource protection
concepts into Samoan society.
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